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Sleeping at Last wakes
up Rediger tonight
Features: Hayes family takes time 
for the environment
Opinions:  
A story of God’s
work in Timbuktu  
See ‘FILM’ page 2
Senior Robby Tompkins gives a speech after he wins the award for “Best Picture.” Five students contributed films to Taylor’s annual Trojan Film Festival. 
Photo by Alisse Goldsmith
See ‘TUITION’ page 2
BY CRYSTAL POLLOCK
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
Sophomore Kristi Thoryk, chorale member, practices Monday for the tour,
which left on Wednesday. 
Photo by Alisse Goldsmith
See ‘TEACHER’ page 2
ANight at the Film Fest
Heads  turned  Wednesday
night when a white limousine
cruised around the loop. Seeing
the limo was only a taste of
what the audience found inside
the chapel during the sixth
annual Trojan film festival.  
The  festival  featured  five
films created by students. 
Film directors were chauf-
feured to the chapel in a limou-
sine. They emerged, dressed
in formal attire in front of
screaming fans, also known
as students.  
In the event’s first half, direc-
tors introduced their pieces and
the audience viewed the films. 
SAC  and  IFC  hosted  the
night together, guarding the
doors, serving the directors
sparkling grape juice and
emceeing the event. 
Senior  Jeff  Courter  intro-
duced Thin Ice with a
statement from Henry David
Thoreau. 
His piece appeared to be a
film representing a man’s life.
Sophomore Jason Burkey
played the main character chas-
ing after money, a train and a
female, finally realizing he was
not the one pursuing. 
Imagination, created by sen-
ior Annie Calhoun, was a
comedic documentary-style
film about carving pumpkins. 
Calhoun and her nine-year-
old friend Mary Katherine
Meadors introduced the film.
Meadors is the daughter of
Calhoun’s soccer coach and
has acted in other films
Calhoun created. 
Meadors told the audience
imagination is “where you live
your dreams.” 
Jonathan Bennett created the
film Scarf by combining a class
project with another film to
create something new. 
“I’ll leave the interpretation
up to you,” he told the audience
when introducing it.
Next, senior Robby Tompkins
introduced the film he created
to commemorate Katrina Wahl,
a former Taylor student who
took her life. 
“For  those  of  us  that  were
here during that time and knew
Katrina, it is my hope that
this film will help us all
remember her and the impact
she had,” he said. 
The  last  film  of  the  night,
Two of a Kind, was directed by
senior Liz Boltz while she
studied at the Los Angeles Film
Studies Center last spring. 
Boltz said her team shot in
eight locations and were even
asked by the police to stop




Returning students will see a
4.97 percent increase in their
tuition next year. 
Additions   to   the   budgets
have caused administrators to
raise the price of schooling for
2005-2006. 
“The first step in the budget
process is to determine what
your needs are, to determine
what you think the price
constraints are and to prioritize
all those variables together
and say what we believe is the
best mix of that,” said Ron
Sutherland, vice president of
business and finance. “So it
really starts with a strategic
conversation. The budget itself
is a tool in the process.”
Increases  in  the  budget
included a 2.5 percent increase
in faculty and staff salaries, the
addition of a new faculty posi-
tion and additional funding for
utilities, athletics and scholar-
ship programs.   
Increases  in  the  faculty’s
budget are due to the work-
loads which many professors
have been taking on. A few
years ago, many of the profes-
sors were teaching 28 credit
hours while the national aver-
age was only 24. According to
Sutherland, Taylor is trying to
bring that number down to 24. 
“We found [that in] the best
interest of Taylor we needed to
be more at the national average
to recruit the kind of faculty
we wanted to recruit,”
Sutherland said. 
An additional faculty member
was also added to reduce these
workloads. Although they do
Student loan rates to






On  July  1,  2005,  Federal
Student loans rates will
increase by 35-40 percent.
Students who have graduated
or are about to graduate need to
act now to consolidate their
loans to lock in the current
interest rates which are the
lowest in over 38 years. 
Students  with  a  debt  of
$20,000 could pay as much as
$4,500 more over the life of
their loans in a 20-year period.
The rates are based on the 91-
day T-bill auction that occurs
each May. Based on [the
March 10] current T-bill auc-
tion, rates may jump as much
as 1.5 percent.
Students  who  consolidate
loans while in their grace peri-
od and prior to July 1, may
receive a fixed rate as low as
2.875 percent. For those stu-
dents who are already in repay-
ment, they may receive a fixed
rate as low as 3.37 percent.
Rates are variable until consol-
idated and have a 8.25
percent cap.
“Based on the current T-bill
rates, students who wait to con-
solidate after July 1 will be fac-
ing increased rates of almost 5
percent,” according to Mary
Montiel of Collegiate Funding
in San Diego, Calif. “Students
need to realize that they must
act quickly this year and con-
solidate immediately. Many
times students wait until their
six month grace period is up,
but this year that would be a
risk due to the potential rate
increase. Students may also put
their consolidated loan into
deferment if they are unem-
ployed and unable to make
the payment.”
Parents  who  have  used  the
Federal PLUS program, the
parent loan for undergraduate
students, are facing the same
increases. Such student loans
are variable and adjust every
July 1. The rate is fixed based
on the weighted average of the
loans once consolidated.
Current Plus rates are 4.17 per-
cent but could increase to 5.75
percent or higher.
Some    lenders    also    offer
incentives that further reduce
the fixed rate. 
“Our student and parent bor-
rowers are given an additional
1 percent rate reduction after
they make 36 payments on
time. We also give them a 30-
day grace period to ensure that
they qualify along with a 1/4
percent reduction for
automatic withdrawal,” states
Mary Montiel of collegiate-
funding.com. Montiel cautions
that you need to read the fine
print because lenders often
have disclosures stating they
may revoke this incentive at
any time.
The federal student loan pro-
gram will go through reautho-
rization this year and the possi-
bility of the fixed rate going
away once and for all is a
major concern for today’s stu-
dents. President Bush has rec-
ommended this reauthorization
in his budget cuts for the fiscal
year. Consolidation can take up
to three or four weeks which
means that students and parents
should act quickly to take
advantage of the current rates.
Students share their music
talents across the country
BY CHRISTIANNA LUY
STAFF WRITER
Excitement   flows   through
the air as music students pre-
pare to leave for their spring
music ministry tours. 
The Taylor ringers, chorale
and symphonic band will all be
taking trips either this week or
during spring break to reach
people through the power
of music. 
Chorale left Wednesday to
perform in a Melmark develop-
mental disability home, a res-
cue mission and various
churches, schools and libraries
in Ohio and Pennsylvania. 
“We  try  to  do  something
every year so that we have an
objective to learn and work on
our music,” said chorale officer
Sean Wightman. 
The chorale has been prepar-
ing for this tour all year. They
will perform a wide variety of
music ranging from beloved
hymns to upbeat spirituals. 
For the 54 chorale members,
every performance is an evan-
gelistic opportunity.
“Music is to be shared,” said
Dr. JoAnn Rediger, chorale
director. “We hope that through
our music the gospel will be
heard in a fresh new way. We
want to share the love of Christ
and his gift of salvation.” 
Rediger and Wightman both
are optimistic that through per-
formances and quality time
spent together on the trip, stu-
dents will have a clearer focus
of what their mission in life
should be. Another objective of
the trip is to help students share
and grow closer in fellowship. 
Last year, the chorale went to
Greece over spring break.
However, this year they
decided to take their trip
before spring break, giving
students more flexibility to
schedule other things over the
Easter holiday. 
The   ringers   will   perform
eight times in a span of
seven days during spring
break at churches throughout
Indiana, Ohio, Georgia, Florida
and Alabama. 
Ringer Nathan Brooks said
that director Dr. Richard Parker
makes it a priority to visit
every participant’s home
church at least once during
their time with the ringers. 
With only two one-hour
rehearsals each week, the
ringers worked hard and fast to
master their music selections.
But according to Parker, the
work is definitely worthwhile.
“Many  people  have  never
heard a bell choir and leave
inspired by the beauty
and meaning of the music,”
Parker said.
Brooks echoed that same idea. 
“Ringers tours always illus-
trate the body of Christ in
action, each person doing their
part as we seek to serve the
Lord together,” Brooks said.
“When we travel, we meet peo-
ple from all sorts of churches
gaining greater appreciation for
all people of God.” 
Last year the group traveled
to the Czech Republic and
Ukraine.
The symphonic band also has
plans to travel over spring
break. They are planning to
hold seven church concerts,
two Christian school programs
and also attend the home
churches of a few of the 40
band members. 
“This  trip  is  an  opportuni-
ty for the flute player in the
front row to see who plays the
tuba in the back row,” said jun-
ior Michelle Reichert. “It’s a
time for people to see each
other out of the rehearsal set-
ting.” 
The students stay with host
families for the majority of the
trip. This gives students a
chance to get to know many
people in a considerably short
amount of time. Reichert said
that many stories from past
band trips are results of the
experiences living with a host
family often bring.
Dr.  Al  Harrison,  music
department chair, said he feels
music doesn’t simply belong in
a classroom.
“[It is] meant to be shared in
ministry with others and
to enrich the church,”
Harrison said.
Harrison also said that every
program is designed to minister
through instrumental music
and every service is meant to
be a time of worship.
All three music directors
voiced desires for students to
enjoy themselves on the trips,
and for them not only to
improve their musical abilities,
but also to develop servant
leadership characteristics.
They also hope that the audi-
ence will see Jesus through the
attitudes and music selections
on the tours. 
Teacher of the year visits TU
BY TAMARA SHAYA
CONTRIBUTOR
Most students remember a
teacher who inspired them.
They can recall an elementary
teacher or professor who
encouraged them to work hard.
On Thursday, Kathy Mellor,
the 2004 National Teacher of
the Year, came to Taylor.
Several communication stu-
dents interviewed her on
Taylor’s radio station, 89.7
The Seed.
Mellor, an English as a sec-
ond language teacher in North
Kingstown, R.I., established
major changes in her school
district. In 1985, when her dis-
trict’s ESL program tripled in
one year, Mellor was hired to
assist the program and imple-
ment new ideas. 
Mellor said the problem was
students with different lan-
guage proficiencies were
taught in one classroom.
Mellor worked to correct
the system. 
“I did not create the program,
I changed the program,”
she said.  
Mellor was presented the
National Teacher of the Year
award by President George W.
Bush. While at the White
House, she spoke of her father,
one of the most influential indi-
viduals in her life. Although he
was forced to drop out of
school in junior high, he
encouraged his children to con-
tinue their education. 
“A house  without  books  is
like a house without windows,"
is a quote she remembers her
father saying.  
Tompkins takes ‘Best Picture’for the emotional drama Katrina
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Prabha George, national executive director of India Youth for Christ, stands with the children who received school
supplies from the funds donated by Taylor students and other organizations. 







Wil Davis, Ontario Systems company president, spoke to students on
Thursday for the Center for Research & Innovation’s seminar series.
Photo by Alisse Goldsmith
Tsunami relief
continues in India
Prabha  George’s  visit  to
Taylor brought news of contin-
ued tsunami relief efforts.
George,  the  national  execu-
tive director of India Youth
for Christ, was on campus
Wednesday through today
to inform Taylor of India’s
condition.
During January, Taylor stu-
dents raised around $4,000 for
relief in South India. This
accounted for a third of the
total money raised by students. 
This   money   went   to   buy
cooking vessels, groceries,
sewing machines, new clothes
and school supplies, among
other things. 
“We didn’t give all of this to
each family. Some got only the
vessels, some got both vessels
and groceries, some got only
the machines, it depended [on
their needs],” George said. 
Over the span of the relief,
Youth for Christ has received
$70,000 in funds, but more
is needed.
“We’re   hoping   for   some
more [money] to come,”
George said. “If we have more
funds, we can help more
people.” 
Two relief efforts have taken
place already, one in January
and one in February. Another is
planned for May. 
For the relief, villages with
needs were identified and sup-
plied with food, clothing and
other materials to help them
rebuild their lives. The current
relief budget per family is $25.
“We haven’t covered all the
villages. We’ve only covered
four villages so far, and there
are many others waiting for
help,” George said.  
Help  through  funds,  teach-
ing or just informing people
about what can be done is still
needed to continue the relief.
“The  thing  is  that  the  reha-
bilitation and relief has to take
place for another few months.
We need to have awareness,”
George said. “It’s not just a one
time going, giving and doing
something and coming back
and thinking that ends the
matter. It’s a long, long process
of helping them rebuild
their lives.”
George also tells of how stu-
dents can help in the effort.
“[Students] can make these
needs known in their churches
in their hometown because
sometimes people may want
to help, but they may not
know who to help,” he said.
“They can be a bridge between
the needs in India and the
donors here.”
A tsunami relief trip will take
place this summer to build
houses, minister, work with
computers and teach cleanli-
ness. Plans are still being made
to decide whether the trip will
be early or late in the summer. 
For more information on the
trip, pick up a summer mission
applications in the TWO office. 




Thirty-eight  people,  includ-
ing 25 students, gathered
Thursday in the Recital Hall to
hear Wil Davis, a software
company president, address
business leadership. 
The seminar was part of the
new Center for Research &
Innovation’s spring 2005 semi-
nar series, “Christ-Centered
Entrepreneurial Leadership.”  
Davis co-founded Ontario
Systems located in Muncie,
which now has 430 employees.  
“Starting  a  business  was
the most spiritual growth-y
thing I’ve ever done in my
life,” he said.
Davis  entitled  his  presenta-
tion “High Performance
Leadership: Creating a Culture
of Excellence.”  
He summed up his message
by saying, “Compelling vision
plus noble values lead to vitali-
ty in the workplace.”     
Through his explanation of
vitality, he hoped to change the
way students think about work.
He challenged his audience to
be different than the majority
of the workforce.  
“They’re playing the great
American game of ‘how little
can I do today and not get
fired,’” he said.   
Davis defined leadership as
“helping others to see their
potential so clearly that they
are inspired to achieve it.”  
He  spoke  about  the  respon-
sibility leaders have.  
“If  you’re  driving  the  bus
and the bus goes over the cliff,
does not the bus driver have
responsibility?” he asked.
Davis then gave his listeners
a challenge.  
“Walk  out  of  here  looking
for people you can inspire …
breathe life into,” he said.
Davis also invited students to
contact him for employment
information.
Sophomore  Kelly  McCann
enjoyed the seminar.
“I thought [Davis] was very
impressive,” she said.  “He
spoke on our level and had a lot
of concepts that are applicable
not only in the future but
here as students.”  
Freshman   Christine   Lee
appreciated Davis’ explana-
tions of two different types of
leaders: social and task-oriented.  
“I’m more of a social leader,"
she said. “I’m seeking to
become more of a task leader
through living at Taylor and
learning about leadership.”  
Professor Mick Bates, direc-
tor of CR&I’s Innovative
Enterprises program, addressed
the goal of the series.   
“Our intent is to bring in
proven, honest experts in their
fields,” he said.
Bates believes Davis fits that
description.  
“My friends had told me,
‘Hey, this guy’s a believer, and
you can see it in his life,’”
Bates said. 
Bates thinks Davis’ availabil-
ity and care for his employees
speak of his commitment
to Christ. Bates mentioned
how Davis’ office is in a cubi-
cle, just like those of his
employees.  
Davis’ standard of excellence
at Ontario Systems also speaks
loudly to Bates.  
“The Lord calls us to do
everything unto him,” Bates
said. “Christians should be the
leaders in providing highest
quality products and services.”
The next CR&I seminar con-
cerns “Ensuring Entrepreneurial
Success Through People.”  Dave
Murray, chief operating officer
of Digital Systems Resources,
Inc., will speak on this topic
April 7 at 4 p.m. in Modelle
Metcalf Visual Arts Center 002.
COSClub holds install
fest for student body
The dungeon will open its
doors to students’ glowing
computer screens this Saturday
as COSClub holds an Install
Fest.
All are invited to bring their
computers between 9 a.m. and
5 p.m. to get help installing
free software and fixing com-
puter problems. 
“We have a great time social-
izing over the computers, get-
ting to know new people and
fixing computers,” said
Melissa Goss, COSClub presi-
dent. “Installing new software
or operating systems can be
intimidating, especially if you
don’t really know what you’re
doing. We are here to help.”
Goss  said  one  of  the  most
beneficial aspects of participat-
ing is the opportunity to install
free software alternatives
to programs like Adobe
Photoshop and Microsoft
Office. Some of these commer-
cial programs cost hundreds of
dollars, yet people can get
alternative software for free.
COSClub volunteers can also
install the free Linux operating
system to computers. Windows
and Linux can coexist in a
computer, Goss said. In fact,
users can choose which system
they want to employ each time
they start their computer.  
“Linux is also very resistant
to viruses, and more stable,”
Goss said. “It is a little differ-
ent at first but not very hard
to learn.”
Students may drop off their
computers or stay with
them while the COSClub vol-
unteers work.  
For more information on
Install Fest, contact Melissa
Goss, mgoss@css.tayloru.edu
or cosclub@css.tayloru.edu.  
To  take  advantage  of  the
new COSClub online discus-
sion forum, browse to
forums.cosclub.css.tayloru.edu.
Food drive helps needy in Marion
Seniors Jenny Ostendorf,
Justin Noelle, David Roeber
and Meredith Costolo spon-
sored a campus-wide food
drive to help needy families in
Marion for their Senior
Seminar project.  
“We were trying to think of
ways we could help the com-
munity with this project,” said
Noelle. “It’s great to be able to
give back to the community
members who give so much
to it.”   
They asked students to donate
non-perishable foods and
placed food boxes in each dorm
and in the chapel. The drive
began Monday, March 7
and was scheduled to end
today. However, the group is
extending the deadline to
next Wednesday.  
The group set a goal of col-
lecting 750 cans. This would be
the result of half the students
on campus donating one can.
As of Monday, they had col-
lected around 200 cans.
In   class,   seniors   read  the
book Why You Can’t Stay
Silent: A Biblical Mandate To
Shape Our Culture by Tom
Minnery, which addresses how
Christians need to be involved
in their communities and the
issues that face them.  
Group   members   saw   this
project as a tremendous oppor-
tunity to reach out to the com-
munity. Three of the four group
members have worked with
Real Life Ministries in Marion.
“It was a very tangible way
for us to help out,” Ostendorf
said. “We were able to take
this assignment and use it
as an opportunity to make
a difference.”
“It hurts when we are right
here and don’t take advantage
of the opportunity,” Noelle
said. “We have the opportunity
to help out and really make an
impact.  The more people that
help, the better it will be for
the community.” 
“We have been familiar with
the needs that are in Marion,”
Costolo said. “Having seen that
need, it was great to be able to
help it in some way and make
an impact.”     
The seniors chose to focus on
this social issue. They then
chose two activities to partici-
pate in related to the issue. The
food drive was their first activ-
ity, and for their second activi-
ty, the group plans to work in a
soup kitchen in Marion.
The   group   is   weighing
options of where to donate the
food and will make a decision
sometime after spring break.
Other senior seminar projects
range from helping teachers in
Marion to holding a clothing
drive for needy people in
Grant County. 
Taylor is one of four univer-
sities Mellor visited nationally.
Sonya Paul, communication
arts professor, was able to
schedule Mellor for an inter-
view through a contact at Ball
State University. She believes
Mellor’s interview with stu-
dents is a wonderful opportuni-
ty for Taylor’s communication
department. 
“It is not everyday you get to
interview someone who has
influenced many lives and
who has national acclaim. I
am thrilled we are able to
bring this type of guest to
Taylor University,” Paul said. 
Sophomore Justin Clupper,
student general manager of
89.7, believes the interview
gives students an opportunity
to use skills they developed
at Taylor. 
“Taylor has been recognized
nationally many times, and
through our academic stan-
dards people have realized this
is an amazing school,” Clupper
said. “This [interview] is going
to really push the idea that
Taylor recognizes and utilizes
co-curricular programs such as
the radio station to further the
education we receive.”  
Mellor believes the teacher’s
personality and connection
they can make with students,
parents and with fellow
teachers is what makes them
effective.  
“Teaching is one of the most
important professions there is
because it has a direct impact
on every facet of society,”
Mellor said. “No matter what
you become, you’ve had to
have good teachers to take you
down the right path.” 
Freshman Meghan Johnson
was a communications studies
major who interviewed
Mellor. Johnson felt honored to
meet her.  
“She was very easy to talk
to, and I believe she is a
very qualified recipient for




not know where that faculty
will be placed, work is in
progress to find the department
best suited for the position. 
Additional funding was also
allocated toward utilities for
next year due to the 10 percent
increase in the Upland water
bill. The water bill increased
because of the expansion of the
water treatment plant. 
Another area where the
increase in tuition will benefit
students is in the addition
of merit and performance
based scholarships. 
A change has also been made
in the way incoming student’s
financial aid packages will be
calculated. Current students’
financial aid will remain
the same. 
With the new calculations a
student can have a better idea
of what they will be receiving
in aid to help in admission
decisions. The new formula
involves taking the expected fam-
ily contribution and calculating it
into the tuition depending on aca-
demic  awards received. 
The tuition is generally
increased every year to deal
with increases in budget and
needs around campus. 
FILM
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“It was very complicated, but
very rewarding,” she said. 
At  the  end  of  the  viewing
portion, audience members
voted for the Taylor’s choice
award for the most technically
and aesthetically pleasing film. 
After intermission, Taylor’s
Saved By the Bell cast
announced the best actor and
actress awards. Both Burkey
and Tompkins won the best
actor awards. Junior Caitlin
Simms won for best actress. 
“This  is  a  huge  honor,”
Simms said. “It’s really some-
thing special.”
Next, four newsies from
Second East Wengatz
announced the best screenplay.
This award and $100 were pre-
sented to Annie Callhoun. Her
piece filled the category’s
requirements of quality, cre-
ativity and originality. 
In a flashback to My
Generation Night, a member of
‘The Presidents of the United
States’ and a peach in tights
announced the cinematography
award. The award along with
$100 is given to the film with
the best camera movement and
angles. Cinematographer Tim
Sutherland won the award for
his work on Thin Ice. 
Senior  Aaron  Shapiro  and
Junior Matt Mancinelli
announced the Taylor choice
award. Courter and Sutherland
won this award and $400 for
their production of Thin Ice. 
Sutherland said he was excit-
ed about winning two awards
during the night. 
“There were some great films
entered,” he said. “I feel really
honored.” 
Junior Ashley Ramsland
announced the best picture
award. This, along with $400
was presented to Tompkins
for Katrina.  
“I feel this is a tribute to her
memory,” he said. 
Tompkins  was  honored  to
win the best picture award.
“The  best  part  of  the  night
was the feeling of completion
at the end of Katrina,” IFC
member Sean Row said. “I was
really impressed.” 
Over 15 films were submitted
to this year’s film fest. IFC and
SAC chose films based on crite-
ria such as acting, cinematogra-
phy and quality of screenplay. 
got a larger size, she would
make sure to eat at least half in
order for it to count.
Klayder, who doesn’t like nuts,
found that her least favorite
shakes were ones that contained
pecans. However, her favorite
was one of the simplest options,
the “Chocolate Chip” shake. 
Clark, on the other hand, doesn’t
want to pick out any favorites.
“They are all good and bad to
varying degrees,” he said. “There
are none that really stuck out ...
but the ice cream is good.”
Both Klayder and Clark said
ent options,” Collins said.
“People in the community do it,
and there’s a lot of competition
between friends.”
Through their experience with
the 100 Club, both Klayder and
Clark have gained a greater
appreciation for Ivanhoe’s.
“It’s really good for your
money,” Klayder said. She
notes that all of their products
are fresh and not pre-packaged.
Clark, on the other hand,
noticed something different
about Ivanhoe’s.
“I’ve been impressed with the
system that Ivanhoe’s has in
place,” he said. “On busy days,
they can get like 300 people
through in 30 minutes.”
And as for swearing off ice
cream, both Klayder and Clark
have been back to Ivanhoe’s
since their completion of the
100 Club. Klayder has tried a
couple of sundaes, but is not
planning to complete that list.
Clark has gone the simpler route,
opting for different  flavors of
ice cream in a waffle cone. 
Both of them encourage other
Taylor students to try the 100
Club. Each year, Klayder tries
to get freshmen to pick up a
membership card. Clark also
thinks it is a worthy aim.
“If [you] like ice cream, it’s a
neat goal to have,” he said. “But
just enjoy it when you do go.”
Now that Klayder has complet-
ed one more list, she has a defi-
nite sense of accomplishment.
“It gave me a thrill,” she said.
“It was just a big deal for me.”
try a lot of different things.”
For Clark, it was a much more
practical goal that motivated
him to attempt the feat.
“I like ice cream,” he said. 
He also likes the feeling of
completing a task that he has
set his mind to. In fact, he never
considered giving up and
encourages others to keep at
their goal.
Neither Klayder nor Clark had
a specific schedule for complet-
ing the 100 Club. Klayder
would just go with groups of
people whenever they were
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past,” he said. “I’ve pushed it in
the past, but never had a cliche
phrase to go with it.”
Now he has the motto, and he
has students quoting it, but the
question is, will Taylor listen?
Senior psychology major
Ashley Chatfield thinks “ask
out, go out” might catch on.
She puts emphasis on the lower
classes to turn things around.
“Train up a freshman in the
way he should go, and in four
years he will not stray from it,”
Chatfield said, parodying
Proverbs 22:6.
Maloney also believes change
is possible. The answer?
Knowledge. And a lot of nerve.
“Talking about it is a healthy
thing for most people,” he said.
“Like anything else, it’s infor-
mation. ... It’s creating an
atmosphere where this is a
healthy thing to do.
“It’s always going to be a
struggle.”
But Maloney’s voice isn’t alone.
And neither are the letters to the
editor or the jokes about walking
the loop. Bertrand’s description of
the friendship-bouquet is still fresh
in the minds of Taylor’s women,
and Oliver’s five steps for nourish-
ing others have been scribbled in
hundreds of student notebooks.
And psychology majors are
chanting the now-familiar




Hayes family passes on respect for environment
When you first walk into
Ivanhoe's, you might stand in
indecision, trying to pick one of
the many flavors of shakes and
sundaes. You want to make sure
that you choose something
good, but who can you ask?
Has any Taylor student really
eaten their way through the
entire list of 100 flavors? 
As a matter of fact, yes. In just
this past school year, two
Taylor students, juniors Marci
Klayder and Nathan Clark,
have made their ways into the
ranks as members of Ivanhoe's
"100 Club."
Both Klayder and Clark began
their attempt at the 100 Club
during the fall of their freshman
year. Clark completed 100
sundaes in December and
Klayder finished off 100 shakes
in February. 
Taking part in a challenge like
this is nothing new for Klayder.
As a child, she learned what it
was like to complete such a task,
when her family decided to
map out the church parking lot
and park in a new spot every week.
Since then, Klayder has eaten
all 43 sub sandwiches at a shop
at home. She is also making her
way through a reading list of
100 books that college students
should read, and watching the
American Film Institute's Top
100 films.
“It’s what I’ve grown up
with,” Klayder said. “I like to
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planning a trip to Ivanhoe’s.
Sometimes, it would be as fre-
quent as five times in one week.
“I didn’t think I would get it
as fast as I did,” Klayder said.
“But it gave me a sense of
accomplishment.”
Clark usually went for ice
cream about once a week,
although sometimes more.
Many times, he would just walk
by himself to get a sundae.
Generally, both students
would buy a mini size, although
some selections only come in a
regular size. Whenever Klayder
Erik and Della Hayes will be
the first to tell you that they are
not perfect when it comes to
practicing environmental stew-
ardship in everyday life.  Still,
it is very apparent that they
have a heart for God's creation
and a desire to make taking care
of the environment a natural
way of life for their three boys,
Joseph (4), Samuel (2), and
Timothy (5 months). 
Erik is the Assistant Athletic
Trainer at Taylor. 
"As adults, sometimes it
seems like there is a lot and we
need to do better in that area
… and that area, but if some-
how we can get our kids to see
life as a whole right from the
start, then they don't have to
think about things fragmen-
tized like that ,” Erik said. “It's
just a part of life; it's just what
you do.”
For Erik and Della, a holistic
approach to stewardship means
using everything God has given
them wisely and responsibly.
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Ind.  Offices are located in the Rupp Communication Arts Building.
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Psychology majors are famil-
iar with Dr. Vance Maloney’s
refrain “ask out, go out.” He
says it with a shrug, raising his
hands, as if to say “Here it is, a
piece of advice worth taking —
do what you like with it.”
His students have learned
what it means and know when
to say it back to him. While dis-
cussing weekend plans, the
phrase is sure to pop up: “Ask
out, go out!”
They’ve learned it — but do
they believe it?
“Ask out, go out” is the
Maloney method of dating, i.e.
“hanging out” with the opposite
sex. It addresses the general Taylor
attitude toward relationships
that says all interaction between
genders is for finding a spouse.
Taylor students have long rec-
ognized this campus-wide theory
of relationships. Lone voices
often shout against the prevailing
mindset that one date practically
equals engagement. Walking
around the loop dooms a couple
to marriage. Whatever happened
to casual dating? Can’t a guy and
a girl just get to know each other?
Two weeks ago a letter in The
Echo again sparked interest in
the issue, especially after the
accolades it received from women’s
conference speaker Brenda
fear asking women out because
they might get turned down.
Women fear going out because
they feel pressured to attach
special meaning to every date.
Maloney described Taylor’s
small community as a fishbowl.
“When you’re in a small cam-
pus and walking across cam-
pus, a large percentage tends to
know what you’re doing and
have comment about it or want
to know more,” he said. “They
see you with the same person
three times in row — it must be
love or something.”
The problem with jumping to
such conclusions? Too much
worrying. Not enough enjoy-
ing. “It keeps us from getting to
know other people in a healthy
fashion,” Maloney said.
“Ask out, go out” means tak-
ing action despite the fishbowl
fear. Sure, men might get turned
down. And yeah, women may
pry into each other’s relationships.
Ask out anyway. Go out anyway.
“Just dating to get to know
another person,” Maloney said.
He has a degree in counseling
and knows a thing or two about
relationships. He’s been teach-
ing psychology at Taylor for 24
years. The fishbowl mentality
has been here all along.
“Ask out, go out” is a new phrase
but a longstanding philosophy.
“I’ve thought about it in the
Ask out, go out. No strings attached.
This means that they try to seek
the Lord about what He would
have them do specifically with
regards to environmental stew-
ardship. Trying cloth diapers,
taking advantage of yard sales,
and keeping recycling bins are
all a few ways they have been
able to conserve resources.
Weather permitting, Erik often
bikes or walks to work, which
means less gasoline. 
While the main goal that Erik
and Della seek is to act respon-
sibly and obey the Lord in the
areas He has laid on their
hearts, they also acknowledge
the financial and health benefits
of some of their choices. The
cloth napkins and dishrags they
use instead of paper ones mean
less wasted paper, but also
money saved.  Home-grown
vegetables not only mean
their boys learn where food
comes from, but also enable
the family to buy less store-
bought produce. 
In addition, the family can
take better care of their health
since items like vine-ripened
tomatoes are more nutritious
than vegetables picked early
and ripened in the store.
Although the Hayes' boys are
young, they are able to partici-
pate in this lifestyle and learn
how to understand, appreciate
and respect God's world. On
walks, Joseph joins in picking
up trash and saving it to toss or
recycle later. When a creature is
found in the house, the boys
want to release it outside where
God made it to live instead of
killing it. When Erik and Della
take the children camping, the
family tries to leave campsites
in a better condition than when
they arrived. They also leave
natural beauty intact for the
next person to enjoy.  
Sometimes the Hayes are sur-
prised by the way the boys
respond and think about the
training they receive on being
responsible with regards to cre-
ation. Erik and Della said that
on a camping trip, Joseph
refused to kill the mosquitos
that bit him while the rest of the
family was slapping away at
the pesky insects.
"But Dad," Joseph said,
"They are out in God's cre-
ation where he made them.
We aren't supposed to kill
them out here ... They aren't
bothering me too bad." 
Besides enjoying the outdoors
and doing practical activities
Erik and Della Hayes  teach their sons Joseph (above), Samuel and Timothy
about taking care of the earth. The boys have learned to pick up trash, take
care of animals and respect the earth’s natural beauty.
Bertrand. The writer announced
his intention to ask out one
woman every week, with the
expectation of building a friend-
ship — not planning a wedding.
Good idea? Bad idea?
Bertrand called it honorable.
She encouraged women to yield
up the roses they’d been offering
potential husbands in exchange
for the blooming bouquet of a
hundred quality friendships.
The subject came up again dur-
ing relational enrichment week
when speaker Gary Oliver said to
drop the common self-serving
attitude toward relationships.
And all along, in the unas-
suming atmosphere of a second-
floor classroom in Reade, Maloney
has been raising his hands and
saying “ask out, go out!”
The issue has two sides,
according to Maloney. Men
Photo by Matt Wissman
that the major reaction they
get when they tell someone
about the 100 Club is “that’s
so much money.”
“It’s just a snack,” Klayder
said. “It’s just one thing you do.”
Clark points out that he
doesn’t drink coffee or regu-
larly eat out, so the money is
about the same as what other
students spend. 
When Klayder completed the
100 Club, she invited her floor
to come to Ivanhoe’s to watch.
About 15 to 20 girls showed up
to enjoy her accomplishment.
“People were always asking,
‘how many left?’” she said.
“People are surprised because I
am so small.”
Clark also invited a small
group of friends to enjoy the
accomplishment.
“People seem to be impressed,”
he said. 
When customers complete
the 100 Club, they turn in the
stamped card of flavors. Then
Ivanhoe’s engraves their
name on a plaque in the
restaurant and gives them a
100 Club T-shirt. 
Klayder’s shirt, which was too
large for her, now hangs in her
room as decoration.
According to Jessica Collins,
a manager at Ivanhoe’s, the first
person to complete the 100
Club did so in 1976. Since then,
it has become an event not just
for Taylor students, but for the
Upland community.
“It’s really [meant] to get peo-
ple excited about trying differ-
Psychology professor Dr. Vance
Maloney’s maxim “ask out, go
out” is catching on with students.
like picking up trash, the Hayes
boys also learn about steward-
ship through their reading. 
Bookshelves throughout the
house contain children's books,
some of which address issues
like where trash goes and the
effects of oil spills. One such
book, Henry Hikes to Fitchburg
by D. B. Johnson, features a
bear that does everything from
building a raft and paddling up
the Nashua River to finding a
bird's nest and a honey tree.
Through the reading, Joseph
has particularly become more
aware of how his actions can
affect the natural world. For
example, he now is more care-
ful to turn off unnecessary
lights, because he understands,
in a childlike way, the connec-
tion between energy and oil
spills.
Erik and Della say doing
things like recycling and prac-
ticing stewardship of the envi-
ronment is not easy. It is worth
it, however, if done out of per-
sonal obedience to God.. 
"...I think something Erik had
said is that...allow...God to
touch every part of your life,"
Della said.  "Not that we're try-
ing to tell you what to do, but
allow God to tell you what to
do; just ask Him what He wants
you to do in this area of your
life." 
Juniors Marci Klayder and Nathan Clark enjoy another round at Ivanhoe’s after completeing the 100 club. 
Taylor juniors Marci Klayder and Nathan Clark completed Ivanhoe’s 100 Club in less than three years
Photo by Amy Wood
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“Humor is always based on a modicum of truth. Have you ever heard a joke about a father-in-law?”
Dick Clark
Letters to the Editor
Letters to the Editor must be received by 6 p.m. on Wednesday
and be 425 words or less in order to be published in the com-
ing Friday’s issue. Letters should include daytime telephone and
signature. Write us from off-campus at: The Echo, Taylor
University, 236 W. Reade Ave., Upland, IN 46989-1001. On-
campus at: The Echo, Rupp Communications Building, or
via e-mail: echo@tayloru.edu.
The opinions expressed in Letters to the Editor do not necessarily rep-




In Christian circles, evolu-tion is a bit of a Hot Topic1like gay marriage or thenext Purpose Driven Lifebook.2 While various
authorities in the fields of biol-
ogy and theology subscribe to
this theory of natural develop-
ment, a good number of church-
goers remain skeptical about
our shared ancestry with the
likes of King Kong, Jack Black,
and Mr. Bigglesworth, the
sideshow chimp that can smoke
a cigar and ride roller skates.
Whether you believe in “sci-
ence” or not, you do have to
admit a striking resemblance
between our president3 and a
standard chimpanzee. The sim-
ilarities, however, go beyond
appearances. There’s4 a lot of
good research out there that
draws significant links between
the social behaviors of animals
and human beings.
One clear example of such a
connection lies in the study of
courting behaviors. In the same
way that the male woodcock5
performs an elaborate sky dance
to showcase his prowess and
desirability, men oftentimes
participate in elaborate though
meaningless acts in order to
attract women. Take, for instance,
the common apple-throwing
spectacle of the Wengatz-man.
When spring has begun to
warm the chilly Upland air it’s
not uncommon to notice, on
one’s journey back from din-
ner, a handful of Wengatz fel-
lows throwing apples at the
drainage pipe in Poo River.
This common ritual can only
be interpreted as a form of sex-
ual display to attract the charm
of the foxy ladies of Olson. By
throwing apples borrowed from
the DC, the males are essential-
ly singling themselves out from
a giant pool of potential suitors,
identifying themselves as vir-
ile, vigorous, Purpose-Driven
men. Richard Conniff writes,
“The natural world is in fact
full of females falling hard for
such seemingly stupid male
display behaviors, including
bright feathers, big antlers, and
bombastic courtship rituals.”6 7
Like I said before, we Christians
aren’t too up on evolution, but
even so this should raise some
questions. In a system where
only the strong survive, how
does it make sense that waste-
ful displays of petty pretension
lead towards continuing, indeed
thriving genetic lines? It turns
out that attractive females pick
the losers over the nice, shy,
smart kids for genetic reasons.
The ornithologist Amotz
Zahavi’s Handicap Theory sug-
gests that by performing a
handicapping (though impres-
sive) mating ritual, males
imply their prowess by the
mere fact that they’re still alive
despite their stupidity. “For
example, the artic fox with [a
patch of fur spelling out “Eat
Me”] wouldn’t survive a single
winter unless he also happened
to be incredibly quick or cun-
ning.”8 In the same way, the
Wengatz fellow who tries to
impress girls by throwing apples
as far as he can is actually say-
ing, “Look at me waste these
apples. I’m probably illiterate.
The only explanation for my
getting into Taylor is that my
parents must have a lot of money.9
You should probably date me.”
So be on the lookout, ladies.
Next time you see one of these
apple-throwers, thank him for
his implied sexual offer but let
him know (nicely, of course)
that you only date guys with
columns in The Echo.
1Not the store.





6Richard Conniff, The Natural History
of the Rich, New York: W. W. Norton &
Company (2002), 151.
7A real footnote? Is he serious?
8Conniff, 152.
9I was going to say “football scholar-
ship,” but it was just too easy.
SWF affirms SBM’s plan
Ireceived a phone call a fewweeks ago from a Mr. John
Bundick, informing me that
one of his best friends was star-
ring in an opera at Anderson
University that weekend. He then
asked me to accompany him to
this musical extravaganza.
Now you must understand
that John and I go waaaay back
... to our freshman year here at
Taylor, so this request was not
out of the ordinary. Naturally
my answer was “sounds great.”
Then he proceeded to drop
the d-bomb. He said that tech-
nically, this little outing would
have to be considered ... a date.
Gasp. I must admit I was taken
aback — it was just so ... un-Taylor
like. As he awaited my response
I managed to get out something
reassuring like “oh ... ok.”
So what happened on this
date?  Naturally there was jeal-
ousy, tears, dancing and unre-
quited love. Fortunately, it was
only experienced by the char-
acters on stage at Anderson.
Which I believe teaches a
very important lesson about the
kind of dating that John has
suggested in his now famous
editorial — you are supposed
to go out, get to know each
other, and possibly have some
fun (in the Christian sense of
the word). So remember to
save the drama for the stage, or
for the big screen, or perhaps
for your mama.
In reality, we each got a little
dressed up — a little classy if
you will. We chatted about
Timbuktu and back again
Six years ago this month Iwas having dinner undera full moon on a rooftop
in Timbuktu. Yes, it really is a
real place.
I had flown in the day before
with the rest of my family and
four others from Youth With A
Mission in Mali, the West
African country where the city
of Timbuktu is located. As the
plane came in for landing, we
could see the huge Niger River
(like the Mississippi of West
Africa) and its tree-lined banks
to the south, but the brownish-
tan buildings of the Timbuktu
blended in rather with the Sahara
desert sands which stretched
out endlessly to the north.
We were having dinner on the
roof of a pastor’s house, sitting
on cushions and eating with
our hands out of large common
bowls. Apparently there is
quite an art to eating with your
hands. Your fingers should
never actually enter your
mouth, and you should never
have any food on the back of
your hand. The proper way is
to hold the food up to your
mouth in your palm, and then
use your thumb to shovel it in.
It works very well and is very
neat once you get the hang of
it. I never got the hang of it. I
had food going everywhere.
The day before, the pastor
(who was himself from
Timbuktu) had taken us on a
tour of the city. We learned that
it is one of the seven holy cities
of Islam, and that in the 1200s
there was a university built
there of 25,000 faculty and stu-
dents, with the primary purpose
of equipping leaders to spread
Islam to the rest of the region.
Sort of like a thirteenth century,
Muslim version of Taylor.
As we passed through the nar-
row, sandy streets, he pointed
out to us mosques with walls of
baked mud which had stood for
over six hundred years. Later
he took us out on a brief camel
ride outside the city into the
dunes of Sahara, guided by
nomads wearing flowing blue
robes and turbans.
As he walked us through the
fascinating history, the pastor
began to tell us his own story.
There were no Christians in
Timbuktu when he was a child,
as far as he knows; everyone
was Muslim. He had begun
questioning his beliefs at a
young age, and became a
Christian at a camp in the south
of the country which he was
invited to by a visiting American
aid worker in the city.
When he returned home, his
family was furious. They made
him eat separately from the
family, a horrific shame in a
Muslim culture. They even poi-
soned his food, but while a sin-
gle bite of it crippled his unfor-
tunate young brother, he ate the
whole thing and was fine. After
numerous other attempts to kill
him, the Muslims of the city
finally gave up, realizing there
was nothing they could do
against him and his God.
Today, in addition to pastor-
ing a growing church of Timbuktu
believers, he runs a training
program for women that includes
literacy and entrepreneurship,
which is attended by, among
others, the wife of the mayor.
Most of the rest of his family
have now also come to Christ.
As we finished our meal with
these amazing Christian lead-
ers, we took some time to pray
together with them, and
encourage them on in their
work. It was amazing to have
not only been in one of the
most remote, far-flung places
in the world, but to have also
seen first-hand the work of
God in that place.
There are so many students
and staff right here at Taylor
University from so many dis-
tinct backgrounds, and we all
have unique stories of what
God has done in us and in those
around us. Let’s not forget to
keep telling and listening to
stories. When God is involved,
they’re usually pretty cool.
Old people falling is funny
After talking about writ-ing an article for TheEcho for a while, I was
actually asked to do so. I had
no idea how to do that or what
it should be about, but I did
know that it should be funny.
As such, I’ve decided to write
this article on what people find
funny. I started within myself.
I said, “Self, what does every-
one find funny?” I thought and
could only decide on one thing
that was universally funny: old
people falling.
However, some of you may
not find that funny. If that’s
true, it’s because your brain
works incorrectly. You’re mak-
ing assumptions about the
nature of the fall and thinking,
“Oh no, were they hurt?” And
“Hey, that could be my
Grandma.” That’s ridiculous;
everyone knows that things
don’t really happen to you or
anyone you know.
You have to learn to exist in
the moment where the old per-
son is falling, where there is no
past or present. It’s a beautiful
thing, really. I thought maybe I
could just write OLD PEOPLE
FALLING, But I decided that
was stupid.
I then decided to try and
make humorous observations
about the world around me.
After Googling the world
around me, I found an article
on eHow.com on how to be
funny. It gave me winning tips
like: putting salami in my
shoes and imagining everyone
in their (and I’m quoting here)
“panties” (questions derived
from that statement: does
everyone wear panties? Are my
undergarments called panties?
Is that the joke? Am I allowed
to say panties?).
The only conclusion I can
draw is that if you imagine me
in my undergarments (probably
not undergarments that are
feminine in nature), this article
can only be funnier. Now that
I’ve wasted so many words
talking about my process and
how I write (ha-ha, suckers), I
will tell you things that are
always funny to everyone on
campus, without exception.
The first is dorm stereotypes.
Whenever an English girl tells
you she has to go, ask her if she
is going to knit. She’ll love that.
Another is jokes about some-
one’s mother. I know you think
that’s from middle school, but
it’s still cool. The kids love it.
And if you ever need a witty
comeback, it’s right there. You
could say things like “…yeah,
that’s what your mom says,” or
“…yeah, that’s not what your
mom said.”
The last one is Ashlee
Simpson. It seems to be popu-
lar to mock Ashlee and her
singing career. That’s not
funny though, at all. As a con-
sistent viewer of the Ashlee
Simpson show, I know that her
voice was hoarse the day of
SNL and that the monitors at
the half-time show didn’t work.
I know it, you know it, we all
know it.  So let’s just drop it
and give Ashlee the respect
she deserves.
I mean, unless she falls down;
that’s just funny. Man, I love it
when people fall.
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school and life. We discussed
the musical merits of JET,
Vanessa Carlton, and Howlin’
Wolf.  We watched John’s actor
friend kill off two characters in
the play and sing about it very
pleasantly.
After reading John’s article,
my roommate stated that he
was somewhat of a “revolu-
tionary.” I am inclined to agree.
After all, John is a philosophi-
cal and challenging guy, who
upon leaving Taylor is going to
start a new denomination,
called simply “Church.” (And I
fully intend on being a regular
member of the First Church of
Church.)
So doesn’t it seem a bit iron-
ic that it took such a revolu-
tionary to implement such a
simple and straightforward
idea of dating?
Instead of simply complain-
ing about the Taylor dating
dynamics, John has decided to
formulate a plan and run with
it. Let’s recap how it went: Boy
calls up girl and proposes a
date (actually, “proposes” may
not be the ideal word here).
Girl agrees. Boy and girl go out
on a Saturday night. Both boy
and girl actually live to tell
about their very agreeable
evening, and write highly
entertaining letters to the editor
about it.
Taylor University men and
women, I believe that our Mr.




Amuch-loved inhabitant ofFourth Berg (the best floor
on campus, I might add) has
been kidnapped. Actually, the
“criminal masterminds” who
kidnapped our friend commit-
ted the despicable act during
the first semester. How could
any self-respecting Fourth-
Berg-er endure this loss of dig-
nity for so long?
Well, wait. I suppose I should
explain. See, 4B has a mascot
of sorts — a 3-foot cardboard
cutout of Snap (you know, one
of the “sombrero”-wearing
elves who decorate Rice
Krispie boxes) who has lived
on the floor ever since … well,
ever since Kirby moved onto
the floor. But that’s not the
point.
The point is that some “slap-
pywag” people decided to
shanghai our friend and hold
him for ransom.
Yes, ransom. In order for our
beloved Snap™ to be returned,
we are being compelled to do
certain things. (yes, this letter
is one of them.) While none of
the requirements are negative
per-se, they’re not exactly fill-
ing the floor with “fuzzy-
wuzzy” feelings.
So, anonymous Snap™-nap-
pers, on behalf of the girls of
Fourth Berg, I would like to







to tell us his own
story. There were no
Christians in
Timbuktu when he





Sharing stories from the far-flung regions of the world
Hoping for scholarships
First of all, I do not intend tobe a Joe Ringenburg-esque
character with The Echo; I hate
incessantly writing, but this
matter concerns me just like
everyone else who isn’t in the
higher brackets of the social
Christian classes. But as of
late, my most recent bewilder-
ing surprise came as quite a
shock. What is this I’m refer-
ring to: the 2005-2006 tuition
increase — or in layman’s ter-
minology, the “financial
rapeage befalling us all.”
Is it just me, or did the glory
days where tuition was (mind
you, still pricey) $15,000 come
and go as fast as a win for the
TU football team? (sorry guys
— it was a cheap shot, I know;
I still strongly support you). I
nearly choked on my cheezit
when I read that tuition next
year was over twenty-thousand
dollars! Did I miss something?
Is this punishment for 12/3?
Did education with a focus on
the liberal arts (while integrat-
ing “faith”) just become that
much more costly? Did Jesus
tell the Board of Trustees that
he didn’t think he was getting a
fair pay-off for his namesake in
regards to Taylor’s education?
Am I at the nexus of the uni-
verse?
I’m sorry — I don’t mean to
complain; I really don’t. I
guess the fact that not too far
down the road, post-TU, I will
be financially in debt (for those
unfamiliar with debt, it’s when
you borrow money from one
party with aspirations to pay
them back later, usually with
interest tacked on so they end
up making a little somethin’
somethin’ on the side) and that
scares me. Granted, I have little
to worry about; I’m in the most
profitable of majors (philoso-
phy), but still Proverbs says
“speak up for those who can’t
speak for themselves” — so
this is for the little people out
there, especially you medical
novices.
I realize prices always increase,
especially in our economy and
in college institutions, but seri-
ously — 5 percent is a bit high.
Multiply the increase in tuition
by the number of students here;
we are looking at about a 2.5
million dollar increase across
the boards. Is it just my lack of
a memory, or didn’t TU have a
surplus of $9 million or some-
thing from last year? Or was
that spent to cover the damages
made by the ice storm? This could
be something else … maybe …
Yes, we’re on to your ways
“board members,” or should I
call you neo-Boss Tweeds?
In the end I just want to know
what the heck is up with the
budget. Did this place become
Ivy League? Is Jesus our new
president?
By Adam “I hope to be 
getting some scholarships
PLEASE” Dolce
On Wednesday, I had the
opportunity to talk with
Sleeping At Last's singer/gui-
tar/piano player Ryan O'Neal
about his song writing, the
band's continued orchestral
themes and playing for the first
time at Taylor. 
First of all I'd like to say that
I'm excited to finally have you
guys come to play at Taylor,
since it didn't work out back in
November, and I know a lot of
other people are stoked about
this show as well.  
That's awesome. Yeah, we've
never played out there so we're
really excited to play at the
school for once.
It'll be a good time. Have you
guys played with Duvall before?
We have one other time. We
played with them in Milwaukee
I think, probably a half a year
ago. And then, actually last
weekend we played a show
with just Josh Caterer from
Duvall. So we've gotten to
know them a little bit better,
just through other shows and
stuff like that, so they're an
awesome band. And after the
Taylor show we're playing in
Chicago with them and we're
going to play with the string
trio that played on our record.
Have you been writing a whole
lot for the new album?
Actually we haven't toured
since last October. Since then
we've been home doing nothing
but writing. We've just been
completely sitting down and
focusing on all of the songs and
just putting everything together
for the next record. We're aim-
ing to record this coming
October. We're very, very excit-
ed. So after the next couple of
weeks we're going to be debut-
ing a bunch of new songs and
the start of that will be at the
Metro in Chicago here.
So you won't be playing any-
thing new on Friday?
We're going to play one song
that nobody's heard, except for
just people that have seen us
locally a couple times. It's not a
brand new song, but it's a song
that we've been working with
lately and are liking a lot. It's
called "Sing To Me."
How much new material have
you completed so far?
I've actually been writing
more than I've ever written
before which has been really
exciting. The writing process
for me can take quite a bit of
time–for me to actually be
happy with what I'm doing–and
this time I'd say that definitely
more than half of the record is
complete, and then we've got
ideas and parts for probably
over twenty songs.
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Released in 2004, The Arcade
Fire's debut album titled
Funeral hit the music scene with




mental blends and tortured
vocal pitches lies the heart of
The Arcade Fire, their lyrics.  
Based upon the persistent
motif of "neighborhoods," The
Arcade Fire explores the
important ties we have to our
families, communities and rel-
atives.  Yet this Montreal-based
quartet fails to do what is
expected and ordinarily
embraced. Funeral articulates
the naiveté of childhood, the
disappointments of youth and
the ever-growing pain associat-
ed with each additional year.
It's hard to ignore the desolate
overtones that resonate
throughout this album, but it's
even harder to disregard the
positive message of persever-
ing through a life full of
despair and disappointment,
especially in those we love
the most.
The album starts with an hon-
est reflection of disappoint-
ment in family and hope for a
new life apart from this. Lead
singer Win Butler, portrays a
tragically sad scene in
"Neighborhood #1 (Tunnels),"
in which an adolescent eludes
his crying parent's to meet his
girlfriend and forget his mis-
ery. They do what they can to
escape from reality, namely, by
imagining a better life together
in which they can neglect their
parent's existence.
"Neighborhood #2 (Laika),"
continues the stark descriptions
of one's dysfunctional house-
hold unit. Here, the narrator's
brother leaves the house and
scratches the family's images
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out of his pictures and out of
his life. Funerals continues
the dark imagery in "Une
Annee Sans Lumiere" (a year
without light).
But the album refuses to dis-
regard the theme of light
emerging from spouts of dark-
ness. Butler sings, "But now
that I'm older, my heart's cold-
er, and I can see that it's a lie.
Children wake up." Although
the passing of time has made the
narrator's heart grow colder,
there is a growing hope to keep
young children from experienc-
ing this same kind of desolation.
Their urgency becomes evident
in "Neighborhood #3 (Power
Out)," when the lyrics cry out
for someone to "Light a candle
for the kids, Jesus Christ don't
keep it hid!"
What I like about The Arcade
Fire is their unashamed hon-
esty of real-life desolateness,
overcome by a triumphant,
redemptive optimism. Funeral
pours out raw, unrefined emo-
tions into poetically imagina-
tive lyrics. As a co-existing
human being with an underly-
ing Christian worldview, I can
relate better to these lyrics than
to those of unrealistic "life is
always perfect and painless"
contemporary worship songs.  
It seemed as though The
Arcade Fire had based its main
motif off of Ecclesiastical
laments. In both cases, the
words reflect a life full of toil
and turmoil laced with pain and
suffering. These authentic
reflections lead to meaningful-
ness by finding a lumiere
(light) that will shine through
the darkness.  
The Arcade Fire presents us
with challenging lyrics that
require deep reflection.
Sometimes, all we need to do is
sit back and do nothing at all.
Take the time to meditate on
these lyrics without the distur-
bances that accompany most of
our time. As Win Butler writes,
"I like the peace in the back-
seat, I don't have to drive, I
don't have to speak, I can
watch the country side, and I
can fall asleep."
The Arcade Fire’s multi-instrumentalist, Richard Parry is probably
one of the most photogenic musicians ever to appear on the The
Echo’s A&E page. Additional information on this iconic musician




Now that we've written about
the top movies of last year, cov-
ered and re-covered the Oscars
and seen what The Academy
thought of last year’s movies,
it's finally time to move onto
movies of 2005. While I would
never try to cover every movie
coming out this year (nor
would I want to, to be quite
honest), what I can do is give
you a decent list of movies to
look forward to; a list to plan
your Friday nights around. Of
course, I couldn't pretend that
our movie tastes are the same,
so you might have to take my
word on a few of these. But
believe me; I have great taste
in movies.
Charlie and the Chocolate
Factory (July 15) - Johnny
Depp has found a bizarre spot
in Hollywood; a spot where
everyone knows him and loves
him, but most people can only
name a few of his movies.
Although the original movie
was spectacular, I trust direc-
tor Tim Burton and Depp and
have complete faith that this
remake will be just as crazy
and on-crack as the first. And
you should all be very excited
for July.
Mr. and Mrs. Smith (June 17)
- Two words–BRAD PITT. I
mean, I'm excited to see this
movie based only on the
knowledge that Brad is in it but
the plot sounds pretty great,
too. Angelina Jolie is Brad's
wife, and they are both hired
assassins who find out they are
hired to kill each other. And I
mean, Brad Pitt, people!
Batman Begins (June 17) - If
you can remember back to the
first two Batman movies, the
dark and slightly disturbing
ones, the ones Tim Burton
directed, you'll remember they
were actually quite good,
despite some occasionally lame
fight scenes. This new addition
to the series goes back to those
dark and mysterious overtones,
and stars Christian Bale as
Batman. The movie is a prequel
and shows Bruce Wayne train-
ing to become Batman.  It's
directed by Christopher Nolan
(Memento, Insomnia) and has
an absolutely all-star cast.
War of the Worlds (July 1) -
I'm not going to lie to you, I've
never been the biggest Steven
Spielberg fan and it hasn't been
until recently I've realized that
Tom Cruise really is a good
actor, but just the two minute
teaser-trailer to this movie
blows my mind. I couldn't even
tell you what it's about, other
than it's probably about
worlds…warring. But it's been
given the biggest budget in
history ($200 million), so as
long as Spielberg can hold
back from using totally ridicu-
lous looking Martians, this
could be one of the best
movies of the summer.
Star Wars: The Revenge of
the Sith (May 19) - I know it
has an awesome title, but I'm
really skeptical to even put this
on the list. I've been increas-
ingly more disappointed by
each release of these new
installments, and find no rea-
son to think this should be any
different. However, I'm willing
to give it a chance. It does look
to be a lot darker than the first
two, which is to be expected,
this being the episode when
Anakin transforms into pure
evil incarnate in a machine. I'd
like to think this will redeem
George Lucas, but I'm not
holding my breath.
A few others to look forward
to this year are Sin City,
Steamboy, Cinderella Man,
Lords of Dogtown, Deuce
Bigalow: European Gigolo,
The Corpse Bride, The New
World and a number of Will
Ferrell movies that all look




A Night at the Movies
Willy Wonka, Batman and Darth Vader return to the




An Interview with Ryan O’Neal
Photos courtesy sleepingatlast.com
Chicago’s Sleeping At Last is composed of Ryan O’Neal (vocals,
guitar), Dan Perdue (bass) and Chad O’Neal (drums).
The art & faith of
Sleeping At Last
Photo by Matt Wissman, Artwork by Mark Moeckel
Senior Art Exhibitions
March 15 - April 11, 2005
Mark Moeckel Tyndale Galleria
Elizabeth Marx Tyndale Galleria
Andrew Swanson Engstrom Galleria
Joy Freeman Rupp Communication
And with the strings on the
last album, are you trying to
aspire to even more than that?
The next record that we're
going to do, we're aiming very
pinpointed at lots of strings. So
we're going to have maybe over
eighty percent, at least, of the
record that I'm aiming for. We
want it to be very epic and the-
matic with all the strings so
we're going to have a lot of
instrumentation that we haven't
had on the last records too.
How important is it for you to
integrate your faith into culture
through your music?
It's a really, really natural
process. It's something that I
think we've always, from the
beginning, wanted to be really
organic, just everything we
sing about and we write about
comes from our personal lives
and our experiences and faith is
a huge part of that, so naturally
it comes through in the songs.
So as time goes on it gets
stronger and stronger, like our
opinions and our thoughts and a
lot of faith comes through that.
In regards to the Christian
music industry versus the secu-
lar music industry why did you
feel that, in light of the heavy
Christian imagery in your
lyrics, choose to seek recording
opportunities outside the
Christian market, and was it
ever a consideration to stay
inside that market or were you
always hoping to branch out?
We've always felt like the
things we have to say as people
and as Christians we wanted to
take outside of the church and
outside of the Christian music
industry to as many people that
will allow us to play, to as
many people that will listen
too. So from the very beginning
of the band we've been playing
our songs at bars and playing
all sorts of kinda crazy stuff.
We've always had the idea that
we want our music to be every-
where and we're not excluding
anyone. We just want to play
music that we believe in and,
like I said, our faith comes
through that, so we just want to
play to whoever will listen to us.
Do you think you've definitely
grown and been strengthened
as an individual through your
musical endeavors?
I definitely think we've all
grown a whole lot since the
very beginning. We've experi-
enced a whole lot together so I
think we've all grown closer.
Being on the road gives me a
lot of time to read and think
about things that I probably
wouldn't make time for other-
wise. That definitely plays into
my faith as well. I think it's
strengthened us a lot, what kind
of things we want to say, and
also what we believe and our
interactions with other people,
good and bad, has shaped our
faith and made us want to be
stronger in areas that we've
seen other people not be
[strong] in. I think the main
thing is focusing on love. We
want to be extremely loving
people and we've dealt with a
lot of different kinds of people
that haven't necessarily reflect-
ed that. So I think it's shaped us
to be stronger people for sure.
What do you enjoy most
about making music?
The challenge of writing
something that is really special
to you and writing something
that means something is a big
challenge that I love. When I
actually complete it and I feel
really good about a song, that's
a really great feeling. So writ-
ing is definitely a huge part and
I think the form of communica-
tion that music is is a really
beautiful, powerful thing, so I
think, as we've played music
over the last few years, it's
made that feeling a lot stronger
and stronger. Hearing kids' reac-
tions to the songs and just hear-
ing where the songs go exactly is
a special thing. Writing is defi-
nitely my favorite part of music.
Sleeping At Last will be grac-
ing the stage of Rediger
Auditorium tonight along with
Duvall and The Felix Culpa.
The concert starts at 8 p.m., and
it will cost you next to nothing
to enjoy an event you'd be fool-
ish to miss.
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Charging into baseball
Taylor splits home-opener with Knights
BY ANDERS HELQUIST
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Teammates congratulate sophomore Tad Litwiller (3) after stealing home plate in the fourth inning of
Taylor’s home opener against Marian. The Trojans won 6-0 before losing in the second game 9-7.
Achilles’ heel hard to find for this year’s Trojans
No matter how good you are, you're going to lose one-third of your games.  No matter how bad you are
you're going to win one-third of your games.  It's the other third that makes the difference.
-Tommy Lasorda
When all parts of a machine
work together, it's a beautiful
thing.  On Tuesday afternoon,
the Trojan baseball team's exe-
cution on the diamond looked
like clockwork against Marian.
Hosting their first home game
of the season, the Trojans
meticulously whittled away the
21st ranked Marian's confi-
dence, shutting out the Knights
6-0 in the first game of the dou-
bleheader.
The combination of pitching,
hitting, fielding and opportune
base stealing, provided the
Trojans with a boost right off
the bat in their young season.
Through the first three innings,
it appeared to be an even
match-up between Taylor start-
ing pitcher Luke Baeslack and
Marian's Tanner Freeman as
they exchanged scoreless
frames.
Taylor starting gaining confi-
dence off Freeman's pitching in
their half of the fourth inning.
"The hitting part was superb,
we knew what their pitching
was going to be like and after a
few innings of getting used to
him we started producing,
which killed the other teams'
morale," junior starting pitcher
Luke Baeslack said.
After falling behind in a 1-2
count with one out, Geoff
Kerns drew a walk. Richard
Pease followed with a line
drive single to center field.
With runners on the corners
and two outs, Freeman threw a
wild pitch and Kerns scored
from third, making the score 1-
0.
That was all Taylor needed to
win the game, but they added
more insurance later that
inning.
Michael Bentley followed the
wild pitch with a grounder to
third that he beat out for an
infield hit. Tad Litwiller sin-
gled to load the bases and
Dustin Miller punched a line
drive into center field that
scored Pease. Trent Mast drew
a bases-loaded walk to put
another run past the plate.
With the score 3-0 and power
hitting senior Jon Schwander
at the plate, Tad Litwiller
stole home to increase the
lead to 4-0.
"It's not something that we
practice, the right situation
came up in the game with the
pitcher throwing from the
windup and having a slow
delivery to the plate so we went
for it," Litwiller said. "When he
started his motion I took off
thinking I gotta go, I gotta go
At the plate, Jon Schwander
took advantage of a 2-0 count
in the second inning and
smacked a solo home run onto
Vayhinger Circle. Junior out-
fielder Chuck Burkhart also
contributed at the plate, going 2
for 3 with two RBIs.
The two games brought
Taylor's overall record to 7-8,
with a 1-1 record in the Mid
Central Conference.
Their next home game is slat-
ed for March 24 against
Concordia.
and hoping that Schwander got
the take sign from coach and
wasn't going to swing at the
pitch."
Baeslack worked 6 and 2/3
innings before giving way to
Chris Nycz, who retired the
final batter for the shutout.
Baeslack credits his fielders
for the superb pitching per-
formance.
"Sure, the ball went where I
wanted it to go but once it was
hit I had to rely on my fielders
to make the play," Baeslack
said. "I believe that this game
has set a tone for Taylor base-
ball.  This shows what we as a
team can do."
In the second game of the
doubleheader, the Trojans set
the tone early scoring four runs
in the first three innings, but the
pitchers struggled in route to a
9-7 loss.  
Junior pitcher Matt Wiseman
worked out of two early bases-
loaded jams to keep the
Knights scoreless after three
innings. But he started the
fourth inning by hitting his
fourth batter of the game and
Marian took advantage, even-
tually scoring six runs in their
half of the inning, turning it
into a 6-4 Knight advantage.
The Trojans regained the lead
in the bottom of the fifth.
Marian answered with a three-
spot in the top of the sixth and
they never looked back.
Trojan pitchers in the second
game gave up nine earned runs
on 10 hits, hit seven batters and





The deadline for the yearbook
editor application has been
extended through March 24th.
If you have good leadership
skills, an eye for good writing
and design and a need to make
some extra money and build
your portfolio, this is your
opportunity! The editor
position is open to all majors.
For an application either stop
by the communication arts
main office or email
dndowns@tayloru.edu.
Interviews will take place after
spring break.
With the winter coming to end, the Taylor men'sbaseball team is ready to demonstrate theirimprovement on the baseball diamond and bettertheir position in the Mid Central Conferencestandings. 
Coming off a 18-26 season, the Trojans believe their hard work
in the off-season will translate into more wins.
"Practice, practice, practice.... that is all we have done in the past
few weeks," said junior shortstop and pitcher Matt Wiseman.
"The focus of our team is to compete every pitch of every game.
We have worked hard to improve defensively, and to be very effi-
cient and make the most of every out on offense," first-year head
coach Kyle Gould said. "The guys have worked hard and we have
come a long way in a year.  Our focus since the beginning of the
fall has been to compete every day and get better. Our identity is a
hard working group that is solid defensively and plays with a lot
of energy."
The team is anchored by a solid core of returning players.
"Jon Schwander has been our best offensive player in the past,
Geoff Kerns is one of the best defensive catchers in the NAIA and
Pat Burke will have to produce on the mound and at the plate,"
Gould said. "On the mound Luke Baeslack and Matt Wiseman will
lead our pitching staff, but with as many games as we play we need
several pitchers to throw the ball well for us."
Those new to this year's squad should see some time in the field
as well.
"Newcomers who will see the most time are Ross Dykstra, Mark
Russell and Drew Severns on the mound, and Ryan Schmucker in
the infield," Gould said.
Gould expects this year's team to play every game until until the
last out has been recorded. If this happens, the wins, and hopeful-
ly a conference crown will grace Taylor's campus.
"My main expectation is for us to play solid and be in every game
at the end.  We are trying to focus on playing our best game every
time out," Gould said. "There are a lot of perennial powers in the
MCC [Bethel, Marian, Huntington] but if we compete every game
then we have a shot at winning a lot of games in our conference."
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Junior pitcher Luke Baeslack is the Taylor ace who is already
keeping opposing hitters off balance.
Senior right fielder Jon Schwander bats clean-up and should
provide some pop to the Taylor lineup.
